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AV DVD Player-Morpher is a straightforward and intuitive
software application that comes packed with many useful
features for helping you play DVDs and various video files
while offering conversion and editing capabilities. The
layout is clean and, thanks to its multi-tabbed support, you
have quick access to all its main functions. You can add
multiple files to the list using the built-in browse function,
and create playlists which can be saved to M3U file
format. General information about each file can also be
rendered, namely the title, duration, format, size, codec,
and size. AV DVD Player-Morpher works with a wide
range of file formats, such as AVI, QT, MOV, MPG,
MPEG, WMV, RM, RAM, AFS, DAT, FLV, MP3, OGG,
WMA, WAV, AU, AIF, SND, IFO, and others. It can
capture frames from the selected video files which can be
exported to BMP, TIFF, JPEG or PNG, as well as grab
audio content, which can be saved to WAV, OGG, WMA
or MP3. Additional audio settings enable users to select the
encoder, sample rate, channels, and audio quality. Just like
any other similar video player, it offers the possibility of
selecting a position in the video frame, plays or stop the
current selection, adjusts the volume, skips to the previous
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or next item, and shuffle the files. What’s more, you can
configure the 3D sound settings by adjusting the volume in
terms of positioning, original effect, and reverberation.
When it comes to editing capabilities, you can apply
special effects to your files, namely video and audio
options. This way, video files can be enhanced by
configuring the dedicated parameters for 3D objects, color,
and text. There are many preset effects to choose from,
and you can also add subtitles to the list with the SRT
format. Another useful feature worth mentioning is the
conversion function, which allows users to save the
selected file to AVI, MP3, WAV or WMV, pick the video
and audio compression mode, output size and other
settings. Furthermore, the program bundles functions for
burning data to CDs, DVDs and audio CDs, copy CDs or
DVDs, as well as for creating covers for CDs, by uploading
local images and adding text messages. Overall, AV DVD
Player-Morpher is a reliable tool which
AV DVD Player Morpher

KEYMACRO is the ultimate software for keyboard
shortcuts. When you press a key, you can use your mouse
to press any key on the keyboard. KeyMACRO allows you
to create custom keyboard shortcuts. So you can use the
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same key sequence to call a macro and another key
sequence to switch the selected item on the screen.
KeyMACRO supports the following commands: - Open or
Close - Save file or Select file - Screen capture - Switch
screen mode - Zoom into the currently selected item Focus on a selected item - Focus on the last focused item Freeze the currently active item - Page Up or Page Down Select previously selected item - File Listing - Menu list Double click on the selected item - Restart application Alias - Application Customization - Home screen
customization - Service control - Icon customization Window customization - Minimize all windows - Maximize
all windows - Desktop customization - Screen Mode
customize - Zoom in / Zoom out customize - Item View
customize - Icon button customize - Keyboard shortcuts Mouse Mode customize - Mouse buttons - Mouse keys Mouse speed - Mouse double click - Mouse triple click Mouse wheel - Speed of mouse movement - Status bar
customize - Double click customize - Auto Open on startup
- Auto close on empty files - Auto save On Close - Auto
save on Save - Quit on empty files - Set custom icon Customize Look and Feel - Customize Start Screen Customize Theme - Customize Menu Style - Customize
Folder Listing Style - Customize Quick View Style Customize Folder Details Style - Customize Number of
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Columns - Customize Screen Alignment - Customize Auto
Image Display - Customize Date/Time Display Customize Date/Time Precision - Customize Month List
Display - Customize Label Color - Customize Label Style Customize Label Font - Customize Date Display Customize Date Picking Mode - Customize Scroll
Direction - Customize Keylist - Customize Media Button Customize Media Selection Mode - Customize Zooming
Mode - Customize Game Mode - Customize Appearance Customize Panel Appearance - Customize Items
Appearance - Customize Appearance of Images Customize Home Screen Appearance - Customize Dock
Appearance 77a5ca646e
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AV DVD Player Morpher

Description AV DVD Player-Morpher is a straightforward
and intuitive software application that comes packed with
many useful features for helping you play DVDs and
various video files while offering conversion and editing
capabilities. The layout is clean and, thanks to its multitabbed support, you have quick access to all its main
functions. You can add multiple files to the list using the
built-in browse function, and create playlists which can be
saved to M3U file format. General information about each
file can also be rendered, namely the title, duration,
format, size, codec, and size. AV DVD Player-Morpher
works with a wide range of file formats, such as AVI, QT,
MOV, MPG, MPEG, WMV, RM, RAM, AFS, DAT, FLV,
MP3, OGG, WMA, WAV, AU, AIF, SND, IFO, and
others. It can capture frames from the selected video files
which can be exported to BMP, TIFF, JPEG or PNG, as
well as grab audio content, which can be saved to WAV,
OGG, WMA or MP3. Additional audio settings enable
users to select the encoder, sample rate, channels, and
audio quality. Just like any other similar video player, it
offers the possibility of selecting a position in the video
frame, plays or stop the current selection, adjusts the
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volume, skips to the previous or next item, and shuffle the
files. What’s more, you can configure the 3D sound
settings by adjusting the volume in terms of positioning,
original effect, and reverberation. When it comes to editing
capabilities, you can apply special effects to your files,
namely video and audio options. This way, video files can
be enhanced by configuring the dedicated parameters for
3D objects, color, and text. There are many preset effects
to choose from, and you can also add subtitles to the list
with the SRT format. Another useful feature worth
mentioning is the conversion function, which allows users
to save the selected file to AVI, MP3, WAV or WMV,
pick the video and audio compression mode, output size
and other settings. Furthermore, the program bundles
functions for burning data to CDs, DVDs and audio CDs,
copy CDs or DVDs, as well as for creating covers for CDs,
by uploading local images and adding text messages.
Overall, AV
What's New in the?

AV DVD Player-Morpher is a straightforward and intuitive
software application that comes packed with many useful
features for helping you play DVDs and various video files
while offering conversion and editing capabilities. The
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layout is clean and, thanks to its multi-tabbed support, you
have quick access to all its main functions. You can add
multiple files to the list using the built-in browse function,
and create playlists which can be saved to M3U file
format. General information about each file can also be
rendered, namely the title, duration, format, size, codec,
and size. AV DVD Player-Morpher works with a wide
range of file formats, such as AVI, QT, MOV, MPG,
MPEG, WMV, RM, RAM, AFS, DAT, FLV, MP3, OGG,
WMA, WAV, AU, AIF, SND, IFO, and others. It can
capture frames from the selected video files which can be
exported to BMP, TIFF, JPEG or PNG, as well as grab
audio content, which can be saved to WAV, OGG, WMA
or MP3. Additional audio settings enable users to select the
encoder, sample rate, channels, and audio quality. Just like
any other similar video player, it offers the possibility of
selecting a position in the video frame, plays or stop the
current selection, adjusts the volume, skips to the previous
or next item, and shuffle the files. What’s more, you can
configure the 3D sound settings by adjusting the volume in
terms of positioning, original effect, and reverberation.
When it comes to editing capabilities, you can apply
special effects to your files, namely video and audio
options. This way, video files can be enhanced by
configuring the dedicated parameters for 3D objects, color,
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and text. There are many preset effects to choose from,
and you can also add subtitles to the list with the SRT
format. Another useful feature worth mentioning is the
conversion function, which allows users to save the
selected file to AVI, MP3, WAV or WMV, pick the video
and audio compression mode, output size and other
settings. Furthermore, the program bundles functions for
burning data to CDs, DVDs and audio CDs, copy CDs or
DVDs, as well as for creating covers for CDs, by uploading
local images and adding text messages. Overall, AV DVD
Player-Morpher is a reliable tool which allows users to play
DVDs and video files, convert, burn, and apply audio and
video effects. Read More Download Free AV DVD PlayerMorpher 3.22
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System Requirements:

* Mac OS X 10.7 Lion (Mac OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard is
NOT supported) * 2 GHz Dual Core Intel Processor or
better (2.0 GHz recommended) * 4 GB of RAM (5 GB
recommended) ** IMPORTANT NOTE ** This
application requires Adobe Flash Player 10 or later to be
installed on your computer. Additional Notes: If you are
using your computer as a second monitor for a TV, you can
tell Intel Extreme Graphics to use the primary monitor. If
you have an external projector,
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